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Introduction
In the spring of 1996, Minna Zaman-Zadeh collected the recordings of 12 conversations between adult learners of Finnish in an immigrant-education school (the Adult Education Center of Oulu, Finland ). Pairs of students were asked to talk Finnish with each other during a break between lessons and to record this interaction. The participants had lived in Finland from 2.5 months to 3 years. The teachers characterized their students' command of Finnish as still very elementary; they were 'real beginners'. 1 It indeed turned out to be a rather laborious task for the students to speak in Finnish to each other. The interaction was frequently formatted as a kind of interview with one party asking questions and the other one answering them. Both the introduction of topics and their elaboration turned out to be hard work. There were many long silences within and between turns and many forms of repair could be observed.
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In this paper, we analyse one such class of repairs: the clarification of a word or an expression that causes trouble for the interlocutor. We focus on word-clarification repairs that are initiated by the recipient. Fragment 1 is an example:
( 
1) where-your-capital? [Abdul is a Kurdish man who has already been in Finland for 3 years; Juan is from Guatemala and has only been in Finland for 3 months at the time of the recording (his wife is Finnish).]
Abdul is literally asking 'where (is) your capital' (line 03). Note first that this question
eventually is dealt with as an inquiry after the name of the capital of the addressee's home country («what is your capital?») and this is the perspective from which we will deal with it as well. All the word-clarification repairs we will discuss in this paper display this pattern:
they are initiated by the recipient in next turn and subsequently repaired by the speaker of the trouble-source turn him-or herself. From a sequential perspective, this type of repair can be characterized as other-initiated self repair (cf. Schegloff et al. 1977 ).
We will discuss three aspects of word-clarification repairs: its conceptual, its interactional and its semantic logic. At the level of the conceptual logic, the focus is on the mode of problem solving. In fragment 1, for example, the clarification is done by exemplifying the word "pääkaupunki" ('my capital Bagdad') . But exemplification is just one of the ways in which a word may be explained. In theory, Juan could have used other methods, e.g., by circumscribing the meaning of "pääkaupunki" as 'the main city of your home country'. A speaker can explain the meaning of a word in different ways, -e.g., by exemplification, by specification or by contrast. Each method that is used to clarify the meaning of an expression displays a specific type of reasoning of how a word could be explained in the easiest, most effective and/or most appropriate way.
The second aspect has to do with the interactional logic of the repair. It is investigated by looking at its sequential trajectory. Word clarifications may be done as a one-step move that is implemented in a single turn (as in line 20 of fragment 1) or as a multi-step project that is interactionalized in a series of turns. The number of steps, their order ánd the way they are packaged mark the path along which the speaker tries to guide the recipient towards recognition of the word in question.
The conceptual and interactional design of clarification repairs are not independent from each other. There is a finely tuned interdependency. A primary level at which they meet is the semantics that is built into an expression through the process of clarifying it. This is the semantic logic of the repair. We explore this aspect by examining the clarification of state-modifying categories (expressions such as divorce, repair, restore, recover, etcetera). We describe how a statemodifying category is clarified by locating its position in a little semantic system of categorically organized knowledge. The way the system is ordered for the purpose of clarification even figures in the sequential design of the repair.
The conceptual logic of the design of word-clarification repairs is discussed in section 4, its interactional logic in section 5 and its semantic logic in section 6. In the concluding section we will briefly reflect upon our results and our methodology. In the sections 2 and 3, some preliminary observations are made. In section 2, we underline -perhaps unnecessarily -that clarifying a word implies more than just demonstrating its reference or explicating some informative representational aspect of the meaning of the problematic expression. In section 3, we will describe the environment of use of clarification repairs. Our students did not engage in clarification work after just any type of repair initiation. They never do wordclarification as a first attempt to solve a recipient problem with prior turn. All wordclarification repairs in our data are next attempts to solve the problem. We wil refer to this feature as the non-firstness property. Other types of accounts might be worth considering, however. The non-firstness of word clarification may be a side effect of an orientation to a problem-solving strategy that favors easy solutions first (cf. Pomerantz 1984) . The remedy that is proposed by a speaker does not have to reflect his analysis of the problem (Pomerantz 1984) . The 'easiness' of the solution that is actually proffered is not necessarily equivalent with it being the most obvious or the most likely one. When a speaker treats a trouble as a hearing problem, s/he still can be aware of the possibility that the expression in question is not known by the recipient.
The speaker just tries to avoid less preferred interactional trajectories. 5 Repair outside the borders of the trouble-source turn causes discontinuities in the sequence that is in progress. It may even become the primary activity for a longer stretch of talk. The repair temporarily suspends the current business at hand, even at the risk of losing it wholly (cf. Jefferson 1987) . The participants may anticipate by trying to minimize this type of discontinuity. Particularly in the kind of interaction that is examined here, solving the problem as only a hearing problem might be weighed as an alternative that is less discontinuous than the laborious difficulties a beginning foreign-language learner might foresee when forced to clarify the meaning of a word to another beginner.
But whatever the origins of its initial dispreferredness may be, it suffices for our current purpose to observe that the word-clarification repairs in our data are nonfirst, next attempts to accomplish repair. At least one previous attempt to solve the problem in a different way has been unsuccessful.
The conceptual logic of the design of word clarification repairs
All clarifications in our data explain world-describing words ('content words', which are sometimes contrasted with 'function words'). When a speaker tries to clarify a word, he has to solve the problem how to give information about it in such a way that the recipient is able to get a grasp of what it is doing. The speakers in our data use various methods to achieve this.
In fragment 1 -the 'where-your-capital' fragment -, Abdul solves the problem by giving an example from the set of capital names. The example should do the work of enabling the recipient to develop a working understanding of the problematic expression. We a lready referred to this type of solution as clarification-byexemplification.
In fragment 2 -the 'he-repairs-car' fragment -, Melbi solves the problem by describing the kind of work her husband does: 'when a car is broken, he repairs it '
(line 26-30). We call the conceptual logic of this type of repair clarification-bydescription.
Fragment 3 illustrates a third type of conceptual logic. We call this type clarification-by-script-link. Juan is saying that his wife is in hospital and when his recipient does not understand, he says 'doctor' (line 48). The reference to the professional category ( 'doctor') somehow should do the work of enabling the recipient to identify the setting he is talking about ('hospital') :
(3) where-your-wife? [Juan and Abdul] 
The types of clarification we have seen until now -by exemplification, by description or by script-link -have in common that they all resort to encyclopedic knowledge. In fragment 1, the recipient not only has to know that Bagdad is a city but also that it is the main city of a country in some relevant respect. In 2, the recipient is assumed to know that broken cars are repaired by a professionally specialized category of persons: 'car mechanics'. And in 3, the recipient should be able to make a link with one type of setting in which doctors relevantly act. In all these examples, the clarifier relies upon the recipient's ability to make a knowledge link from familiar knowledge to the target knowledge. The meaning of a word is explained by exploiting the contrastive, antonymic relation it has with another word. So, apart from knowledge links, word clarifications can also make use of linguistic practices for locating relevant cultural knowledge. 6 Another example of a linguistic practice is giving synonyms. However, a more frequent type of using substitutes in our data is the use of intermediate language equivalents, -e.g., the mentioning of the English equivalent of the word to be explained.
The interactional design of clarification repairs
Most of the clarification repairs in our corpus are designed as one-step moves. The repair proper is done in a single turn. In fragment 1 -'my capital Bagdad' -, the clarification is packaged into a single turn constructional unit. This is also the case in the clarification in fragment 3 ('doctor') and in 4 ('doesn't study'). The speaker of the trouble-source t urn assumes that the clarification can be done as a one-step procedure. However, if we look at fragment 5 -which is an instance of clarification-by-description -, we see that the clarification is delivered as a series of successive steps:
(5) divorce [Abdul and Juan] * "nen": probably a correction of the last part of the previous word "ihimine-": "ihminen", human being / man. ** Taken literally, the form 'sinun' in "sinun eroja" is a possessive pronoun. We take it here to do primarily the work of the "dedicated term" for doing recipient reference, the personal pronoun you ("sinä"). (Cf. Schegloff 1996) The morpheme 'ja' in "eroja" marks the noun as a plural and partitive case (as in «some divorces»). Abdul might use "eroja" as a kind of verb predicate (as in «you divorce»). A similar use can be observed in line 11. The progress of the clarification project is made d ependent on the active collaboration of the recipient. Its trajectory includes a slot where the recipient can show that he can go along so far. The clarification is interactionalized by distributing it over a series of turns. The recipient contributes to the way it is unfolding. Unlike one-step clarifications, the trouble is not treated as a problem that can be solved by simply handing over a one-way ticket with which the recipient should arrive at a solution all by himself. Instead, the clarifier works towards a solution of the problem by stepwise guiding his recipient towards recognition of the kind of situation the word "ero" applies to.
Multi-step clarifications are delivered as a series of ordered moves that can be characterized both structurally and functionally. In our data, the contours of the following positions become visible: the clarification basis, the clarification path and the clarification target.
In the first step, the clarification basis is established. It locates the starting point from which a joint path can be followed until the clarification is complete. In fragment 5, the clarification basis is created by asserting knowledge that is evidently familiar to the recipient ('you now married', line 24 Both participants orient to current turn as only the first step of a project t hat encompasses more. The clarification is observably designed from the beginning as an activity that will enfold over the course of a trajectory of more than one step.
The clarification basis provides the common ground from where the speaker of the trouble source turn will guide his recipient along a path that will enable him to develop a working understanding of the explanandum. Perhaps this is why this move is formulated as a request for confirmation. The assertion about the recipient's married state i s oriented to as stating knowledge that is to be ratified interactionally as mutually shared knowledge before the participants continue with the next step of the clarification.
The clarification target is the position at which the clarification project is brought towards completion. In fragment 5, Abdul uses a specific device to mark the completion of the clarification trajectory. The repeat of the repairable is not only a demonstration of its applicability, however.
It is marking the completeness of the clarification project. We already saw a similar use of repairable repeat marking clarification completion in line 32 of fragment 2:
(2a) detail of fragment 2 (he-repairs-car) So at least two structurally and functionally specifiable positions can be identified in the series of steps into which the clarification is interactionalized: the clarification basis and the clarification target.
The steps along which a trajectory is laid out from clarification basis to clarification target, we will call the clarification path. In fragment 5, this is the part in which Abdul characterizes the type of event it takes to end a marriage. He Again, the clarification is delivered as a multi-step project that is distributed over an ordered series of turns. A major difference with the interactional design of the clarification in the first round, however, is that both the clarification basis and the clarification path are expanded into an ordered series of smaller units. Each of them is implemented in a separate turn constructional unit that can be responded to as an independent turn. In the next section we will see that the selection and ordering of the materials that are used in multi-step clarifications may be guided by semantic considerations. For now it suffices to have shown that clarifications are interactionalized into a sequentially ordered series of steps each of which can be oriented to as a separate turn requiring independent response. The order of these steps and their respective functions can be specified. We distinguished the following positions: the clarification basis, the clarification path and the clarification target.
Interactional semantics: clarifying state-modifying categories
The semantic logic of Abdul's clarification of "ero" can be formulated in terms of the notions that Harvey Sacks developed for the analysis of the categorization of persons (Sacks 1972a/b) . Sacks describes how the members of a culture order knowledge categorically in their perception and interpretation of the social world.
They organize the knowledge that is relevant with respect to some topic or task in collections of categories for which specific rules of application and rules of inference hold.
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Abdul orients to this type of knowledge organization in his clarification of "ero."
He clarifies the problematic expression by specifying its position in a system of categorically organized knowledge: This latter assertion is also about Juan and it has the problematic expression in it. The first assertion is about Juan's married state and the second is after a story about a hypothetical event in his marriage. The second assertion demonstrates that "ero" can be used to characterize his situation after the event in the story. The whole clarification project is configured so as to suggest the type of order that accounts for the co-selection of the category that is used to describe Juan's situation before the event in the story ('married') and the one that is asserted about him after it ("ero"). 
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The recipient's displayed understanding of the category that is introduced in the clarification basis is used as interpretative framework in the clarification path. The expression-to-be-explained is not only related to the state of being married but this latter category is also treated as taking part in a more encompassing system of categorically organized knowledge. The relational pair <husband, wife> belongs to it as well, just as the rules of inference that are associated with it.
(b) Telling about a change. Talking about being married also brings along a set of latent assumptions about how the members of a married couple treat each other. Rather, it takes some kind of lasting co-presence as a default feature of the relation between husband and wife.
The husband first tells his wife that a condition for preservation of the marriage does not hold anymore. He then actively terminates their state of being together.
The order in which Juan is quoted suggests that his first statement is consequential for the second one (cf. Labov 1972) . The lack of feeling for his wife is presented as a motive for sending her away.
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Abdul's fictive anecdote describes an event that is designed to be heard as incompatible with constitutive features of the bond between husband and wife.
Prototypical rights and obligations associated with the category pair <husband, wife> no longer apply. The husband's actions are selected so as to enable the recipient to infer that the story is about the annulment of marriage.
Note that the packaging of the turns in the clarification basis already projects a change. Abdul says 'you now married', stressing the now ("sinä nyt naimisissa", line 24). He even maintains the temporal adverb in the partial repeat of this turn ("nyt naimisissa", 'now married', line 27). Stating, stressing and repeating that something is presently the case, is a practice for setting up a temporal contrast. In its present context, it projects the upcoming delivery of the other part of the contrast. It makes the ongoing utterance recognizable as a move in a larger project. The project will not be complete until the other part of the contrast pair is delivered. The other clue is built into the construction type of the second assertion. It is formatted in a way that is similar to the formatting of the first. The first assertion ("sinä nyt naimisissa": 'you now married') begins with a recipient reference ('you'). The second assertion begins with a form of you too: "sinun eroja" ('your divorces'). The analogy suggests that the second assertion has a design that runs parallel with the format of the first. In the first assertion, 'you' is followed by a predicate that describes a state that currently applies to the recipient ('now married'). Analogously, the recipient reference at the beginning of the second assertion projects a slot for a similar type of predicate.
Not just any predicate will do, however. It has to be contextually relevant. The problematic expression is doing something similar to the category that is used in the first assertion. It has to be related to the first category in such a way that it makes a relevant assertion about Juan's married state after the event in the story.
The problem is almost the reverse of the hearer problem Sacks observed for the interpretation of a series of categories. He describes the problem for the now famous little story "The baby cried. The mommy picked it up." Why do we hear the mommy as the mother of the baby? Sacks accounts for this kind of methodical hearing with a relevance rule that he called the consistency rule. If two or more categories are used to categorise two or more members of some population, and those categories can be heard as categories from the same collection, then hear them that way. The rule accounts for a hearing of the mommy as a member of the same collection of categories as the baby. The categories refer to persons that are co-incumbents of the same case of the category family. (Sacks 1972b and 1992: 150 ff.)
The category-interpretation problem is different for Juan. He does not know the expression that is used in Abdul's second assertion. The consistency rule nevertheless provides a basis for making inferences in a case like this. It proposes to hear the unknown expression in Abdul's second assertion ('your [ero]-es') as a member of the same collection of categories as the predicate category in his first assertion ('you now married'). The relevant collection has two members: married and the category referred to with "ero." The consistency rule provides the kind of relevancy principle that enables the recipient to assemble the collection of categories that matters.
The c larification thus provides the following clues to the recipient. The problematic expression is referring to a category that comes from the same collection of categories as married. It is used to characterise the state that results from a marriage when the husband sends his wife away because he does not want her anymore. The clues exploit categorically organised knowledge with respect to a specific domain of social organisation (marriage). The knowledge and the rules of inference that are associated with it have to enable Juan to recognise the situation "ero" is referring to.
Technically spoken, marriage is a presupposition of divorces. The term presupposes a chronologically prior state, that is, the state in which a couple is still married. 13 Abdul begins the clarification by introducing the presupposition. He introduces the state of being married before depicting the kind of event that dissolves it. The temporal directionality of the pair of categories <married, divorce(d)> (the second state occurring after the first) and the action-logic dependency of the second state on the first (the first one must have been the case before the second one can apply) are carefully built into both the order in which they are introduced and in the way their relation is demonstrated.
14 "Ero" is explained as a state-modifying category of the state-describing category married. The two categories are presented as co-members from a structured collection of categories. The collection's structure is explicated as a contrastive twoplace relation with an order of precedence. It has married as its first member and "ero" ('divorce(d)') as the second one: <"naimisissa" (married), "eroja" (divorces)>.
Each pair part is a state-describing category but the second one is shown to be dependent on the first. It refers to a situation in which the state referred to by the first category is terminated in a way that is consequential for its applicability. 15 To put things a little bit more schematically: "ero" is explained as the second member of an ordered pair of categories < C 1 , C 2 >. C 1 refers to a state of affairs that temporally precedes C 2 . C 2 results from events that terminate the C 1 -state. The relation between C 1 and C 2 is mutually exclusive, in the sense that C 1 is not applicable anymore as soon as C 2 is appropriately used. The relation between C 1 and C 2 is presuppositional in the sense that the assertion of C 2 legitimates the assumption that C 1 has been applicable.
Although we did not come across many other instances of clarifications of statemodifying categories in our corpus, we have already seen an instance in fragment 2.
Melbi's clarification of the Finnish word for repairs ("kollejaa") displays an analysis of the repairable as a state-modifying category:
(2b) detail of fragment 2 ('he-repairs-car') In this case too, the repairable is characterised as a state-modifying category. The temporally preceding state is described first with the C 1 -category ("auto rikki", car broken; line 26). Then the dependent state is referred to with the C 2 -category itself ("korjaa", repairs; line 31). 16 The main difference with the repair of "ero" has to do with the way the clarification is A similar interdependency of semantic analysis and the architecture of the repair can be observed at the level of its sequentialisation in the case of Abdul's clarification of "ero." The semantic structure in terms of which the repairable is explicated is reflected in the successive steps into which the repair is interactionalised. In the previous section we already showed that the clarification of "ero" was sequentialised into the following steps:
( 1) (3) the clarification target (the demonstration of the applicability of "ero" "sinun eroja": 'your divorces', line 32).
The structure of the semantic system that is laid out in the clarification figures prominently in its interactional design. In step 1 (the clarification basis), the first member of the relevant pair of categories is introduced in an assertion about the recipient. In step 2 (the clarification path), the position of the other member of the pair is located by exemplarily specifying the circumstances under which it can be used ('you say ... your wife ... I don't ... want your ... go') . In step 3 (the clarification target), finally, the rule of application of the problematic expression is demonstrated by using it in a second assertion about the recipient ("sinun eroja", 'your divorces').
The speaker's analysis of the semantic structure of the repairable correlates with the design of the clarification. This is independent of a delivery as a single turn -as is in the he-repairs-car fragment -, or as a trajectory of three or more turns. First, the C 1 -category is introduced in the clarification basis, then the relation of the C 2 -category with the C 1 -category may be specified in the clarification path (optionally) and, finally, its applicability is demonstrated in the segment with the clarification target. The lay out of the clarification's trajectory is informed by considerations with respect to the semantic properties in terms of which the repairable is explicated. The structure of the device returns in the design of the repair and, reversedly, the design of the repair structures the device in a way that is relevant and informative for the occasion.
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Concluding remarks
We are very uncertain about our data. We recorded semi-elicited interactions.
Consequentially, we do not know to what degree and in what way(s) we have been analyzing artifacts of the recording situation. The only thing we are pretty sure about is the unlikeliness that there is no setting-related, assignment-based specialization.
We do not know whether similar types of clarification repairs do occur in non-elicited lingua-franca interactions between adult foreign-language learners. If they do, we still have to find out whether the same type of clarification occurs in other environments of use and whether the orientation to p ursue clear interactional manifestations of repair success is as persistent as it is in our corpus (most strikingly documented in the succession of several repair cycles in fragment 5-6). We even do not know whether the non-firstness feature -clarification was never resorted to as a first option for solving problems with prior turn -is only typical for our data.
However, we expect that our central results turn out to be valid and insightful.
Our phenomena pertain to levels of interaction that were not specified in advance.
The data-driven methodology provides some warrant that we did not construe patterns that can not be found in the data. We therefore expect that the methods our students used for solving word-understanding problems are typical for the ways this kind of trouble is dealt with in some other types of lingua-franca interactions between adult foreign-language learners.
On a theoretical level, we made a distinction between different levels of wordclarification design: the conceptual, the interactional and the semantic level. At the conceptual level, we discussed several types of word clarification repairs (clarification by exemplification, by description, or by script-link) and grouped them into classes that differ with respect to the kind of linking procedures they primarily exploit (encyclopedic versus linguistic links). However, our exploration of the semantic logic of state-modifying categories also shows that language knowledge and world knowledge are highly interdependent and reflexively interwoven. Although the clarification of "ero" ('divorce') is primarily based upon knowledge linking, it is explained by positioning it in a little categorical system that is embodied in the language that is used to talk about it.
An interesting result of our tentative exploration of the semantic logic in the design of clarification repairs is the idea that the lexical-semantic features of the trouble-source word are a primary resource for the interactional design of the repair.
The material that is used in the respective positions of multi-step clarifications (clarification-basis, clarification-path and clarification-target) is selected on the basis of its position in the categorical system in terms of which the repairable is explained.
The design of the clarification is the result of considerations with respect to three interdependent dimensions: the problem-solving mode, the semantic analysis of the repairable and its implementation into a repair sequence.
4. Note that the recipient of 'my capital (is) Bagdad' also has to be able to perform a very subtle type of situated, deictic reasoning with respect to categorically relevant properties of the identity of the speaker in order to be able to develop a working understanding. The possessive pronoun my does not just refer to the speaker but to the speaker as a member of the people from Iraq. Only i f the speaker's identity as an Iraqi is taken into consideration, is it appropriate to say that his capital is Bagdad.
Note further that the class of capital names is not exemplified by its most prototypical member. The selection of Bagdad is not governed by considerations with respect to prototypicality -the type of consideration a naive transfer of cognitive linguistic arguments would generate -but by situated pragmatic reasoning. The one member of the class of capital names is selected which would d o as an answer to 'what is your capital' in the event that Abdul himself had to answer the question. So, it is what the word is doing in this particular utterance in this particular context in this particular situation that provides the criteria for selecting a particular member of class of capital names.
5. Pomerantz (1984) also discusses other types of measurement systems in terms of which participants assess the degree of easiness of resolution types. One prominent type is social delicateness. Its resolution might lay bare some kind of disagreement between participants. In our data, assuming that your recipient does not know a word might be valued likewise as a delicate thing to show.
6. Our distinction between knowledge links and linguistic procedures for locating relevant knowledge is inspired by Fillmore's distinction between text links and knowledge links (Fillmore 1982 ).
7. We will not go into the primarily male perspective Abdul is offering to Juan. Apart from perhaps culturally motivated, it may be the result of some kind of recipient design of the clarification as well. 8. Note that the participants are able to maintain an orientation to the conditional relevance of the suspended answer over a very long trajectory of inserted repair sequences. The first part of the question/answer pair was delivered for the first time in lines 08-11 of fragment 5. The question/answer sequence is proliferated considerably through insert expansions dealing with the trouble occurring in the first pair part. It is not until line 70 -almost two minutes later -that the second part of the base pair is delivered. This prolonged maintenance of an orientation towards the sequential basis of the inserted repair sequences is an essential difference of adult foreign language learning with first language acquisition: participants are competent with respect to such basic pragmatic skills as the interactional management and maintenance of sequences over a long and very complex trajectory. See also Goodwin 1995, who makes a similar observation for the interaction of an aphasic man with his collaborators.
9. See Schegloff 1997: 527 ff. for a discussion of repeats as a practice for registering the receipt of something prior speaker has said.
10.Collections of categories are context-relevantly assembled relative to some task. They should not be re-ifyed too easily as pre-existing, context-independent structures ( cf. Hester & Eglin 1997) . Perhaps it is better to think of them as emerging structures (cf. Hopper 1987) for which sufficient cultural continuity holds in the history of their use on the one hand, whereas, on the other hand, a collection is assembled and ordered each time anew as a situated configuration relative to the interactional task at hand. (Cf. Schegloff 1972; see also Mazeland et al. 1995 ) Although Sacks's work on categorization resembles some strands of theorizing in lexical-semantics -such as the semantic-field approach (see for a discussion Geeraerts 1989) or the idea of cognitive models in cognitive linguistics (Lakoff 1987 ) -, Sacks was primarily interested in the categorization of persons as a means to examine the practical, situated sociological reasoning of competent members of a culture.
11. The general rule of interpretation for expressions such as your wife is: when a possessive personal pronoun modifies a category from a relational pair such as <husband, wife>, the referent of the personal pronoun is heard to be the real-world matching incumbent of the other category from that pair. Other instances of this kind of cross-reference based upon relational-pair semantics are, for example, my father (invoking the relational pair <father, child>), or her doctor (<doctor, patient>). Cf. Sacks 1972a/b and 1992 passim; Watson 1987. 12. The ending the marriage is described in terms of emotional states leading to relational activities: 'not wanting the wife anymore' is a change in the emotional state of the husband; 'sending her away' is a change in the state of being co-present. Ending the marriage is not characterised in legal terms -the official, administrative dissolution of the formal bond -but as a pair of related everyday actions. Note also that Abdul does not tell about, e.g., the death of one of the partners in the marital bond. Such a telling would also allow for inferences with respect to the end of a marriage. However, it would not result in a situation in which the category 'divorce' can be asserted. So the nature of the type of contrast that is relevant is also specified in Abdul's telling.
13. With respect to the category divorce 'presupposing' a prior state : Miller & Fellbaum talk about 'backward presupposition' in a partially similar class of verbs (e.g., {arrest, parole}). This term might be somewhat misleading -perhaps 'prior-stage presupposition' would be more appropriate -but the observation is quite similar to the one we want to make. See also Fillmore 1973 or Mazeland 1980 17. We came across the same type of word-clarification repairs in interactions among native speakers (language learners). In the period we were developing our analysis -and this is typically the time in which one makes this kind of observation -one of the authors made observational notes of an overheard conversation between a mother and her little son (probably around 4 years old) on the side walk in the shopping centre of Groningen in the Netherlands. The boy said to his mother something like 'look mama, there are scaffoldings around the church over there'. The mother then responded to this with 'yes, they are restoring the church.' The boy then asked what 'restoring' meant, after which the mother delivered t he following clarification: 'well, that old church, they are doing it up again'. This time, the state describing category is simplified unto old, whereas the statemodifying category is specified colloquially as 'doing it up again.'
